
Agar.io

**About Agar.io**

Agar.io brings the popular browser game on smartphones or tablets. In this game players have to

create the largest cell of the game. At this juncture they compete against other players from all

over the world.

Agar.io is about becoming the largest cell of the game. For this purpose you have to eat the cells

of the other players up, protect yourself from larger cells or use different tactics like parting,

shrinkage or evasion. Play the popular browser game now on your smartphone or tablet. 

**Agar.io – how does it work? **

-	Become the largest cell: The main task of Agar.io is the creation of the largest cell. For this

purpose you have to control your cell, eat the cells of other players up or protect yourself from

larger cells. The more cells you eat up the larger your own cell will become. Watch out for the other

players and try to survive to become the largest cell of the game. 

-	Different tactics: In Agar.io you can use different tactics to survive even longer. By dint of the

tactics parting, shrinkage or evasion you can catch players even easier or protect yourself more

effectively. 

-	Your individual cell: Agar.io offers you many different skins. By dint of these skins you can create

your cell according to your own ideas. Become creative and win games with your individual cell. 

-	Play online: The special for-all mode offers you the possibility to play Agar.io even online and

compete against players from all over the world. 

-	Touchscreen control: Agar.io features a special touchscreen control which makes the gaming on

smartphones or tablets even easier. By dint of this special control you can play the popular

browser game without difficulty when you’re on the move. 

Conclusion: Agar.io is a funny and exciting game which links you with players from all over the

world. In order that you survive as long as possible and eat up as many adverse cells as possible,

concentration and tactic are most important.io free of charge on our web page.  


